INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Human cancers are complex diseases involving multiple genetic and epigenetic changes in the genome ([@B1],[@B2]). With the development of high-throughput sequencing, a number of studies have provided an ever-expanding survey of genetic aberrations in cancer ([@B3],[@B4]). Multiple new cancer-related genes have been identified, and these genes formed gene regulatory network to play critical roles in cancer. Gene regulatory network perturbations have been demonstrated to contribute to the development and progression of cancer, however, the molecular determinants of the gene regulatory network perturbations remains a fundamental challenge in cancer.

In addition, emerging evidence has indicated that long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) play key roles in a wide range of biological processes ([@B5]), and their expressions are strikingly cell-type and tissue-specific ([@B6]). Given that lncRNAs are key regulators of gene expression, recent studies suggested that lncRNAs are involved in the tumor initiation and progression through diverse mechanisms ([@B7]). Although a considerable portion of human genome is transcribed as lncRNAs, the vast majority are functionally uncharacterized. Therefore, it is another challenge for identification of lncRNAs involved in carcinogenesis and characterization of their functions in specific cancer context.

Gene transcription is often regulated by transcription factors (TFs) that bind to *cis*-regulatory elements in a sequence-specific fashion ([@B10],[@B11]). While TFs are proved to be the primary engines, emerging evidence have demonstrated that the regulation of TF to its targets are also modulated by lncRNAs. For instance, lncRNA *GAS5* has been found to bind to the DNA binding domain of the TFs by acting as a decoy, thus competes with DNA for binding to the TFs ([@B12]). In addition, Yolanda *et al.* have demonstrated that two lncRNA targets of *P53* can affect the binding of this TF to other targets, and thus modulate the *P53* transcriptional network in cancers ([@B13]). Another study has shown that lncRNA *CASC11* can interact with *hnRNP-K* and activates the WNT/β-catenin pathway to promote growth and metastasis in colorectal cancer ([@B14]). A recent study has suggested that *MALAT1* can regulate *E2F1* activity ([@B15]), which is a crucial determinant of cell cycle progression. Moreover, cancer associated lncRNA-*p21* is associated with *hnRNP-K* and represses *P53*-dependent transcriptional responses ([@B16]). The lncRNA *CCAT1-L* also plays key roles in regulating the activity of *MYC* ([@B17]). These findings suggest that lncRNAs are emerging as important regulators of TF functions in cancer. However, systematical identification of lncRNA modulators in cancer are urgently needed.

Thus, we recently developed a computational approach LncMod to comprehensively identify perturbed lncRNA--TF--gene triplets by combining both lncRNA and gene expression profiles with TF--target relationships ([@B18]). Applying this method to glioblastoma, we identify cancer-related lncRNA--TF--gene triplets, such as *HOTAIR-MXI1-CD58/PRKCE* and *HOTAIR-ATF5-NCAM1*. The integration of lncRNA modulators into transcriptional regulatory networks is expected to lay the foundation for development of novel lncRNA biomarkers and therapeutic agents. However, many questions about the common or specific lncRNA-mediated TF regulatory perturbation mechanism in different types of cancer have not been fully addressed, such as which lncRNAs mediate transcriptional dysregulation across tumor types (pan-cancer modulators) or in a specific cancer (cancer-specific modulators)? What about the potential functions, regulatory roles and biological insights of the pan-cancer lncRNA modulators? Thus, systematic analysis of the lncRNA-mediated transcription perturbation and their clinical applications is urgent and necessary.

Recent RNA-Seq datasets over large cancer patient cohorts, such as The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) provide us an unprecedented opportunity for identifying lncRNA-medicated gene regulatory network perturbations across cancer types in a systematic way (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Here, we performed an integrative analysis of paired lncRNA and mRNA expression profiles, genome-wide transcriptional regulatory networks as well as functional datasets to investigate the functional regulation of lncRNAs. Based on the proposed computational method LncMod (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), we identified the widespread lncRNA mediated transcriptional regulatory perturbations in 20 types of cancer. Pan-cancer modulators were with distinct features, including tissue specificity and conservation. Moreover, we also identified several lncRNA modulators were associated with drug activity and survival time of patients. Overall, our genome-wide analyses identified a comprehensive set of candidate noncoding biomarkers with pan-cancer potential, and provided novel insights into the functions of lncRNA in cancer.

![An integrative framework identifies widespread lncRNA-mediated transcriptional network perturbations in pan-cancer. (**A**) Global transcriptional network perturbations were observed across cancer types. Global lncRNA modulators that mediated the network perturbations were analyzed based on proposed LncMod method. The identified modulators were analyzed for different functional characteristics, including cancer specificity, differential expression, cancer hallmark, drug activity and clinical association. (**B**) The framework to identify lncRNA modulators across cancer types. Firstly, TF--gene regulation were identified based on ChIP-Seq datasets. Second, regression analysis was used to identify context-specific regulation based on gene expression. Next, lncRNA mediated transcriptional network perturbations in each cancer type were discovered by the modified LncMod method and further classified as six regulatory patterns.](gkx1311fig1){#F1}

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

The lncRNA and mRNA transcriptome landscape across tumor types {#SEC1-1}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The genome-wide lncRNA expression across 20 types of cancer were directly obtained from 'The Atlas of Noncoding RNAs in Cancer' (TANRIC) ([@B19]). In total, 12 727 lncRNAs were quantified for the expression levels as reads per kilo base per million mapped reads (RPKM). To ensure detection reliability and reduce noise, we applied two filters used in one previous study in each cancer type to identify the expressed lncRNAs ([@B20]). First, lncRNAs whose 10th-percentile RPKM value is equal to 0 were eliminated and the second, we selected only lncRNAs whose 90th-percentile RPKM value is greater than 0.1 for further analysis. The expression value of each lncRNA was log~2~(RPKM + 0.05)-transformed.

We obtained the corresponding gene expression profiles of these cancer samples from TCGA. Only samples with paired lncRNA and mRNA expression profiles were used in this study ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), that is the samples were with both lncRNA and mRNA expression profiles. In total, the expression of 18 999 protein coding genes were measured. The expression values were also log~2~(RPKM + 0.05) transformed.

Identifying the TF--gene regulatory interactions across cancers {#SEC2-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------

To identify the TF--gene regulation in each cancer type, we firstly downloaded the TF--gene regulation from ChIPBase ([@B21]), which is an integrated resource for decoding TF binding maps from ChIP-Seq data. In total, we obtained 504 522 regulatory interactions among 107 TFs and 16 417 genes. As the TF--gene regulation in each cancer is context-dependent, we used linear regression to evaluate the pairwise TF--gene expression association. In this model, mRNA $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Identification of lncRNA modulators across cancers {#SEC2-3}
--------------------------------------------------

Here, we proposed a framework to identify the lncRNA modulators. First, lncRNAs, TFs, and target genes were filtered based on the expression variation across samples ('range constraint'). Individual TFs (g~TF~) and target genes (g~t~) were selected for further analysis based on their variation across samples (log~2~ IQR\>0.58). For each lncRNA modulator g~m~, we sorted the cancer samples based on the expression of g~m~. Then the top and bottom 25% of samples in terms of lncRNA expression were contrasted, which were defined as H-group and L-group. Downstream analysis was only performed on TFs that were not differentially expressed between H-group and L-group. Target genes are required to differentially express between two conditions (*P*-adjusted \< 0.01 and fold change \> 1.5). Next, each possible lncRNA--TF--gene triplet was tested to determine whether lncRNA altered the TF--gene regulation. The Spearman correlation coefficient between TF and gene was used to measure the TF--gene regulation in H-group ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${{{n}}_{{\rm{low}}}}$\end{document}$ are the number of samples in H-group and L-group, separately. To determine whether the difference between H-group and L-group is significantly high. The samples were randomly sorted and we recalculated the rewire score, this process was repeated 100 times. The *P* value is the fraction of rewire score in random conditions that was larger than that in the real conditions *P*-values were Bonferroni-corrected for the total number of candidate lncRNA--TF--gene triplets. All lncRNA--TF--gene triplets with *P*-adjusted \<0.01 were regarded as significant. In addition, all the triplets were classified as six patterns based on the correlation coefficient and the changes of rewiring scores ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@B18]).

Tissue specificity and conservation analysis of lncRNA modulators {#SEC2-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the tissue specificity of an lncRNA modulator, we relied on Cabili *et al.* ([@B23]) and used an entropy-based measure. Here, we assembled a consensus lncRNA transcriptome by curating hundreds of RNA-Seq datasets across normal human tissues from 16 independent studies ([@B24]). The tissue specificity score of cancer specific lncRNA modulators, moderate lncRNA modulators and pan-cancer modulators were compared with Wilcox rank sum test. PhastCons scores were used for measure the conservation of lncRNA modulators. The PhastCons scores for 100 genomes were downloaded from UCSC Table Browser ([@B25]). The average PhastCons score for each nt position of lncRNA was computed as conservation.

Identification of differentially expressed lncRNAs in cancer {#SEC2-5}
------------------------------------------------------------

To identify differentially expressed lncRNAs in each cancer type, we used two methods. Firstly, the lncRNAs with expression level 0 in \<30% samples in both normal and tumor samples were subjected to *t*-test. LncRNAs with fold change greater than twice and FDR \<0.01 were identified as differentially expressed. If the expression levels of the lncRNAs were 0 in \>30% tumor or normal samples, we used on/off analysis. For each lncRNA, we determined its expression in binary fashion: On (expressed, RPKM \> 0), OFF (not detected, RPKM = 0). We next calculated the frequency of expression in normal and cancer samples. LncRNAs expressed twice more frequently in cancer than that in normal samples were selected as 'On in cancer', whereas lncRNAs not expressed twice more often were identified as 'OFF in cancer'. The significance of the contingency between ON/OFF and cancer/normal status was tested by Fisher\'s exact test. The threshold of FDR \<0.01 was used.

Drug--lncRNA associations across cancer cell lines {#SEC2-6}
--------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the effects of drug on lncRNA expression, we downloaded the lncRNA expression profiles in cancer cell lines from TANRIC. These cancer cell lines were obtained from Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) ([@B26]). In addition, we also downloaded the drug screening data from CCLE, and calculated the correlations between lncRNA expression levels and IC50 values of 24 drugs across cell lines. We used the Spearman rank correlations to detect significant drug--lncRNA correlations with a coefficient (absolute value) cutoff of 0.3 and FDR \<0.01.

Functional analysis of lncRNA modulators {#SEC2-7}
----------------------------------------

Although a number of methods had been proposed to predict the functions of lncRNAs, such as co-expression, co-localization. Here, we proposed that investigating the functions of these target genes in lncRNA--TF--gene triplets might provide new insights of the functions of these lncRNAs. Thus, the function enrichment analysis was carried out via the targets of triplets to determine the functions of lncRNAs by hypergeometric test. Gene Ontology (GO) terms and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways with adjusted *P* values \<0.01 and including at least two interesting genes were considered. Moreover, we used Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) to identify the functions of genes regulated by multiple lncRNA modulators. Firstly, genes were ranked by the number of lncRNA modulators that regulated them in each cancer type. Next, we computed the average rank for each gene in 20 types of cancer. The ranked gene list was subject to GSEA analysis and functions with *P*-value \<0.05 were identified.

Identification of survival-related lncRNA--TF--gene triplets {#SEC2-8}
------------------------------------------------------------

To identify the lncRNA--TF--gene triplets that are related with cancer patient survival, we randomly divided the tumor samples into discovery and validation datasets without age and sex difference. Two subsets had the similar number of patients. We then used univariate Cox regression analysis to evaluate the association between survival time and the expression level of each lncRNA, TF, or gene. The regression coefficients with a plus sign indicated that increased expression of this element was associated with decreased survival (risky factors), and, conversely, a minus sign indicated that increased expression of the element was associated with increased survival (protective factors). We then constructed a mathematical formula for survival prediction, taking into account both the strength and direction for each factor in the triplet with respect to survival. As in one of our previous studies ([@B18]), the risk score for each patient *i* was calculated as follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\alpha ,\beta ,\gamma \$\end{document}$ were the regression coefficient of lncRNA, TF and gene, respectively. All tumor samples in the discovery dataset were thus assigned to high-risk and low-risk groups using the median risk score as the cut-off. The coefficient and cut-off derived from the discovery dataset were directly applied to expression data of the corresponding validation dataset to divide the tumor samples in the validation dataset into high-risk and low-risk groups. The Kaplan--Meier method was used to estimate the overall survival time for the two subgroups, and differences in survival time were analyzed using the log rank test. Moreover, we linked the triplets that share at least two elements and constructed the triplets' network. Network cliques were identified and then these cliques were also subjected to the survival analysis. Samples were divided into two groups based on the expression of elements in cliques, and log-rank test was used to test the survival difference. For the independent dataset validation, the expression of lncRNA, TF and gene were firstly *Z*-score transformed. Next, we clustered the tumor samples based on the expression profile of lncRNA, TF and gene. Tumor samples were clustered into two groups, and log-rank test was used to estimate the difference in survival time.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Widespread lncRNA-mediated transcriptional perturbations across 20 cancer types {#SEC3-1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Integration of genome-wide TF--gene regulation and paired lncRNA--mRNA expression profiles across 20 types of cancer ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we investigated the landscape of lncRNA mediated transcriptional perturbations in cancer. This process mainly involved five steps (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Firstly, based on high-through ChIP-Seq datasets, TF--gene bindings were obtained. As transcriptional regulation had been demonstrated to be context specific ([@B27]), we thus incorporated gene expression to identify the active TF--gene regulation and constructed transcriptional network in each cancer type. Next, the modified LncMod method was used to identify lncRNA modulators in each cancer type (see details in methods). Finally, the identified lncRNA--TF--gene triplets were classified into six patterns based on their activity changes. In total, about 6234 samples across 20 types of cancer were analyzed in our study (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These cancer types were primarily involved in eight classes, including brain (brain lower grade glioma, LGG; glioblastoma multiforme, GBM), genitourinary (kidney chromophobe, KICH; kidney renal clear cell carcinoma, KIRC; kidney renal papillary cell carcinoma, KIRP; bladder urothelial carcinoma, BLCA; prostate adenocarcinoma, PRAD), Thoracic (lung squamous cell carcinoma, LUSC; lung adenocarcinoma, LUAD), gastrointestinal (rectum adenocarcinoma, READ; colon adenocarcinoma, COAD; stomach adenocarcinoma, STAD; liver hepatocellular carcinoma, LIHC), gynecologic system (cervical squamous cell carcinoma and endocervical adenocarcinoma, CESC; ovarian serous cystadeno carcinoma, OV; uterine corpus endometrial carcinoma, UCEC), breast cancer (BRCA), skin cancer (skin cutaneous melanoma, SKCM), and head and neck cancer types (head and neck squamous carcinoma, HNSC; thyroid carcinoma, THCA).

![Widespread lncRNA-mediated transcriptional regulation perturbations in 20 types of cancer. (**A**) The paired gene and lncRNA expression profiles and number of samples for each cancer type. The numbers 1--20 indicate different types of cancer and cancer types are ordered by their tissue origin. (**B**) The proportion of TF--gene regulatory interactions in each cancer type. (**C**) The pie chart shows the proportion of TF--gene regulatory interactions occurring in different number of cancer types. (**D**) The proportion of lncRNA--TF--gene triplets in each cancer type. (**E**) The proportion of lncRNA--TF--gene triplets of different regulatory patterns in each cancer type. Different color lines indicate distinct regulatory patterns, including inverts inhibition, inverts activation, attenuates activation, attenuates inhibition, enhances activation and enhances inhibition.](gkx1311fig2){#F2}

Based on genome-wide expression correlation analysis, we identified cancer context-specific TF--gene regulatory interaction. As a result, we observed that only a small proportion (range from 1.14% to 35.15%) of transcriptional regulation were active in a specific cancer context (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, ∼30.51% (101 117/331 399) of these TF--gene regulation were observed only in one cancer type; just 0.66% (2219/331 399) regulation were active in \>16 cancer types (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These results highlight the transcriptional regulation specificity across cancer types. Next, lncRNA modulators were identified in each cancer type. However, we found that the majority of TF--gene regulation remain stable and approximate 0.026% to 0.46% of all possible lncRNA--TF--gene triplets were identified in these cancer types ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, we observed that although the proportion of TF--gene regulation in SKCM is limited (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), the proportion of detected triplets in this cancer was higher than other cancers. This observation suggest that the widespread transcriptional perturbations in this cancer type, which might be caused by environmental stimulation. Next, we classified the detected triplets in each cancer into six classes as one of our previous studies ([@B18]). As shown in Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the majority of lncRNAs regulated the TF activity in a fine manner but not to alter the direction of TF regulation. Together, the identified lncRNA--TF--gene triplet landscape provides a valuable resource to investigate the functions of lncRNAs across cancer types.

Conserved lncRNA modulators elucidate critical functions across cancer types {#SEC3-2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The landscape of lncRNA-mediated transcriptional perturbation allows us to investigate the distinct roles of lncRNA across cancer types. We next investigated the extent to which lncRNA mediated perturbation events contributed to cancer specificity. First, we computed the number of cancer types that lncRNA modulators occurred. We found that the distribution of this number follows a bimodal distribution, indicating that there are distinct types of lncRNA modulators (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). LncRNA modulators tended to be highly cancer type-specific, as 17% of the lncRNA modulators were detected in only one cancer type (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we found that the majority of these cancer specific modulators were observed in LGG (24.26%) and STAD (15.15%) ([Supplementary Figure S2A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, our analysis also revealed a small subset of lncRNA modulators (*n* = 1580) that were detected across multiple cancer types (\>15 cancer types). Thus, we divided the modulators into three groups based on the number of cancer types detected: specific modulators, moderate modulators and pan-cancer modulators (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Different types of lncRNA modulators and regulatory similarity of cancer types with similar tissue origin. (**A**)The number of lncRNA modulators that occur in different number of cancer types. LncRNA modulators are classified into three types: cancer specific modulators (occurring in only one cancer type), moderate modulators (occurring in 2--15 cancer types) and pan-cancer modulators (occurring in more than 16 cancer types). (**B**) The degree distribution of pan-cancer modulators and other modulators across 20 types of cancer. Each cancer type is represented by two boxes, while the below box is the degree distribution for pan-cancer modulators and the above one is the distribution for other modulators. \*\*\**P* \< 0.001 and \*\**P* \< 0.05, Wilcox rank sum test. (**C**) Tissue-specific score distribution for different types of lncRNA modulators. (**D**) Conservation score distribution for different types of lncRNA modulators. (**E** and **F**) The biological processes enriched by genes in the common triplets identified in cancer types with similar tissue origin: LGG and GBM in (E), and COAD and READ in (F).](gkx1311fig3){#F3}

To determine their roles in cancer, we first compared degree of these three types of modulators, which was defined as the number of transcriptional regulation perturbations they mediated. We found that pan-cancer modulators were with significantly higher degree than other modulators (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *P*-value \<0.05 for 18/20 cancer types, Wilcox rank sum test), indicating that pan-cancer modulators were likely to play pivot roles in cancer. Tissue specific expression might contribute to the roles of lncRNA modulators in cancer ([@B30]), we thus computed the tissue specific index for lncRNA modulators based on expression in 20 tissues (see details in methods). We found that pan-cancer modulators exhibited significantly lower tissue specific index (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *P*-values \<0.05, Wilcox rank sum tests), suggesting they were widely expressed across tissues. Moreover, we found that pan-cancer modulators were with higher conservation than moderate and specific modulators (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *P*-values \<0.05, Wilcox rank sum tests). Taken together, these specific features of pan-cancer modulators further highlight their critical roles in cancer.

Cancer types with similar tissue origins share lncRNA-mediated transcriptional perturbation patterns {#SEC3-3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lines of evidence have indicated that cancer types with similar tissue origins share multiple molecular features, such as protein coding gene expression, miRNA expression and lncRNA expression ([@B31]). However, whether cancer types with similar tissue origins exhibit similar lncRNA regulatory patterns is unknown. To address this question, we computed a paired similarity score based on lncRNA mediated transcriptional dysregulation events in each cancer. This analysis indicated that cancer types with similar tissue origins showed similar lncRNA mediated transcriptional dysregulation patterns, such as LGG and GBM, COAD and READ (Figure [3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *P* \< 1.0e--32, hypergeometric test). These observations suggest that related mechanisms might operate in cancer types with similar tissue origins.

To explore the conserved function of lncRNA modulators in similar cancer types, we performed the functional enrichment analysis based on the target genes of lncRNA modulators mediated that were detected commonly. In total, 441 and 771 lncRNA--TF--gene triplets were identified as common in these two types of cancer (Figure [3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, up-panel). Functional analysis indicated that these lncRNA modulators primarily play roles in cell cycle and immune response pathways (Figure [3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}--[F](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results indicate that lncRNA-mediated transcriptional perturbation in cancer provides a predictor of cytotoxic immune cell infiltration and cell cycle. Furthermore, lncRNA mediated transcriptional perturbation profiling may help identify cancer patients most likely to respond to immunotherapy.

LncRNA modulators with potential biomedical significance across cancer types {#SEC3-4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the genome-wide lncRNA expression profiles across cancer types, we performed a comprehensive survey to assess the potential biomedical significance of lncRNAs. For 14 TCGA cancer types with available normal samples, we found that large numbers of lncRNAs exhibited significant differential expression between tumor and normal samples (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, FDR \< 0.01, Student\'s *t*-test). Moreover, ∼7515 lncRNAs switched their expression profiles between tumor and normal samples were observed (FDR \< 0.01, Fisher\'s exact test), extending the candidate list for functional validation. In addition, we also randomly perturbed the labels of the samples and recalculated the Fisher\'s exact test *P*-values, we found that all of those differential expressed lncRNAs we identified were all with *P*-values \<0.05. However, we found that the majority (86.7--98.3%) of the differentially expressed lncRNA modulators were identified based on *t*-test. LncRNAs had been demonstrated to have strong tissue specific expression patterns, we next investigated the distribution of the differentially expressed lncRNAs across cancer types. This analysis revealed that either the switched lncRNAs or differentially expressed lncRNAs were cancer specific, 199 lncRNAs showed recurrent differentially expression in more than seven types of cancer (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Landscape of differentially expressed lncRNAs across cancer types. (**A**)The proportion of differentially expressed lncRNAs in each type of cancer. There are three bars for each cancer type, the first one shows the proportion of lncRNAs with expression shift, the second one shows the proportion of lncRNAs with expression switch on/off, and the third one shows the union of the first and second ones. Purple, upregulated or switch on; blue, down-regulated or switch off. (**B**) Pie charts show the proportion of differentially expressed lncRNAs identified in different numbers of cancer types. LncRNAs identified in more than 7 cancer types are recurrent lncRNAs. (**C**) Overlap of pan-cancer modulators and the recurrent differentially expressed lncRNAs. *P* \< 2.2e--16, hypergeometric test. (**D**) The cancer hallmarks enriched by recurrent differentially expressed pan-cancer lncRNA modulators. Each row represents an lncRNA and each column represents a Gene Ontology term. The size of the circles correspond to different *P*-values (hypergeometric test). GO terms belong to the same hallmarks are indicated by the green bars. (**E**) LncRNA PVT1 mediated transcriptional regulation perturbations in cancer. White nodes represent TFs, genes in different hallmarks are marked with different colors. (**F**) The expression of PVT1 in normal and cancer samples across cancer types. (**G**) LncRNA modulator CDKN2B-AS1 mediated transcriptional regulation perturbations. (**H**) The expression of CDKN2B-AS1 in normal and cancer samples. \*\*\**P* \< 0.001 and \*\**P* \< 0.05, *t*-test.](gkx1311fig4){#F4}

Furthermore, the recurrent differentially expressed lncRNAs were significantly enriched in pan-cancer modulators (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, *P* \< 1.0e--32, hypergeometric test). These 88 differentially expressed pan-cancer modulators were mainly identified based on the *t*-test method. To further explore the roles these pan-cancer lncRNA modulators, we performed functional enrichment analysis of their mediated genes for cancer hallmarks (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis revealed one or more hallmarks were enriched across different lncRNA modulators. One example is *PVT1*, a long non-coding RNA encoded by the human *PVT1* gene, which is located in the well-known cancer-related region 8q24 ([@B34]). Multiple molecular mechanisms of action of this lncRNA were revealed ([@B35]), including participating in DNA rearrangements, encoding miRNAs, and interacting with *MYC*. We found that this lncRNA might mediate the transcriptional regulatory perturbation of *MYC* to its target genes (Figure [4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Expression analysis also revealed that this lncRNA was differentially expressed in the majority (85.7% or 12/14) of cancer types (Figure [4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, FDR \< 0.05). Another example is the antisense transcript *CDKN2B-AS1*, which is located within the *CDKN2A/CDKN2B* tumor suppressor locus. A number of studies had demonstrated the expression dysregulation of this lncRNA ([@B38]). Here, we found that this lncRNA mediated transcriptional perturbation of many tumor associated genes, such as *WNT5A, ERBB3* and *PRKCB*, thus involved in the tissue invasion and metastasis, sustained angiogenesis and self-sufficiency in growth signal hallmarks (Figure [4G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This lncRNA was differentially expressed in 85.7% (12/14) of cancer types (Figure [4H](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, FDR \< 0.05). Moreover, we also found some other cancer-related lncRNAs that were annotated in LncRNADisease ([@B41]) and Lnc2Cancer ([@B42]) can mediate transcriptional perturbations ([Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), such as *AP000330.8, DLEU2* ([@B43]) and *VPS9D1-AS1* ([@B44]) ([Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results indicate that identification of lncRNA mediated transcriptional perturbation increased our understanding of the role of lncRNAs in tumorigenesis.

Potential drug targeted lncRNA modulators across cancer types {#SEC3-5}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies and our above results have indicated that lncRNAs may affect normal gene expression and disease progression, making lncRNAs as a new class of targets for drug discovery ([@B45],[@B46]). However, their mechanisms of actions are unknown. To identify drug-related lncRNAs in cancer, we thus explored the association of lncRNA expression and drug activity in hundreds of cancer cell lines. We downloaded the drug screening data from Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) (<https://portals.broadinstitute.org/ccle/home>) and calculated the Spearman correlation coefficient between lncRNA expression levels and the IC50 values of 24 drugs. At the cutoff (absolute value) of 0.3, we obtained the drug--lncRNA associations (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Analysis of these drug--lncRNA associations, we observed that most (58.47% or 466/797) of the lncRNAs were associated with one drug, while the expression of *RBPMS-AS1* was associated with eight drugs (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, five drugs' activities were only associated with the expression of one lncRNA while six drugs' activities were associated with more than 50 lncRNAs (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting their wide therapeutic effects.

Moreover, we also discovered some lncRNA modulators could regulate the expression of known drug targets. Histone deacetylases (HDAC) have been identified as therapeutic targets due to their functions in regulating DNA structure and organization (49). Panobinostat (also known as LBH589) which is a novel inhibitor of class I and II HDACs, and can also target HDAC7 (50,51). We observed that the pan-cancer lncRNA modulator RP3--402G11.28 can mediated the regulation between NFKB1 and HDAC7, and lncRNA high expression can regulate the expression of HDAC7 (Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Another example is the target of Irinotecan-TOP1, which controls and alters the topologic states of DNA during transcription (52). We found that pan-cancer lncRNA modulator TMEM191A could also regulate the expression of the drug target (Figure [5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), these results suggest that combining the lncRNA with the Irinotecan might contribute to the therapy of multiple types of cancer. Moreover, alterations of cell cycle regulators have been implicated in human cancer, including CDK6 (53). Here, we found that pan-cancer lncRNA modulator RP11--490M8.1 could regulate the expression of CDK6 (Figure [5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). PD0332991 had been demonstrated to be an orally active, highly selective inhibitor of CDK6 by blocking retinoblastoma (Rb) phosphorylation (54). These results indicated that PD0332991 might regulate the expression of CDK6 synergistically with lncRNA RP11--490M8.1. Some other representative examples were also illustrated in [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Taken together, these results suggest that investigating the lncRNA mediated transcriptional dysregulation might reveal some lncRNA molecular synergistically with small molecular drugs to regulate the expression of target genes, these lncRNA modulators might be candidate noncoding drugs for therapy of cancer.

![Drug activity related lncRNAs across cancer types. (**A**) The association of drug activity and lncRNA expression in cell lines. Each dot represents a pair of drug--lncRNA, and two lines indicate the correlation coefficients as 0.3 and --0.3. (**B**) The number of lncRNAs associated with different numbers of drugs. (**C**) The number of drugs associated with different numbers of lncRNAs. (**D--F**) Examples of lncRNA--TF--gene triplets with distinct regulatory patterns. The cartoons show the regulatory pattern of each triplet. The drugs that target the genes were marked. The below boxplots shows the expression of TFs and genes in lncRNA high expression group and low expression group. The dot-lines show the correlation between TF--gene in two subgroups. Green, lncRNA low expression group; purple, lncRNA high expression group.](gkx1311fig5){#F5}

Clinical relevance of tumor subtypes revealed by lncRNA modulators {#SEC3-6}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Our above analysis indicated that we could infer the functions of lncRNA modulators based on their regulated genes. Evidence in regulatory network biology analysis had suggested that genes regulated by multiple regulators were with critical roles in cancer ([@B47]). Thus, we investigated the functions of genes regulated by multiple lncRNA modulators in various types of cancer. Genes were ranked by the number of lncRNA modulators that regulated them and then we ranked the genes by the mean rank in 20 types of cancer. Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) analysis ([@B48]) indicated that genes regulated by multiple modulators were enriched in chromosome organization (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, FDR = 0.003), regulation of immune response (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, FDR = 0.004) and DNA repair (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, FDR = 0.010), regulation of angiogenesis and cell migration ([Supplementary Figure S5A--C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results suggest widespread transcriptional dysregulation of immune genes and DNA repair genes.

![Clinically associated lncRNA--TF--gene triplets across cancer types. (**A--C**) Functions enriched by the genes regulated by multiple number of lncRNAs in cancer. (A) Chromosome organization; (B) regulation of immune response and (C) DNA repair. (**D**) The framework for identification of survival-related triplets in each cancer type. (**E**) The survival landscape of lncRNA--TF--gene triplets. X-axis, --log(*P*-value) in discovery set and Y-axis, --log(*P*) in the validation set. Each dot represents a triplet in each cancer type. Dots are marked by the same color as the cancer types. Two lines indicated *P*-value less than 0.05. (**F**) The lncRNA--TF--gene clique identified in GBM. (**G**) Kaplan--Meier plot of survival for GBM samples with different risk scores. (left) Discovery set; (middle) validation set; (right) independent dataset. The survival difference among clusters is calculated by log-rank test. Red line, high-risk group; blue, low-risk group.](gkx1311fig6){#F6}

Previous studies and our current results demonstrated that lncRNA modulators are expressed in a tissue-specific fashion and undergo expression changes during cancer development or progression. These specific properties render them valid candidates as prognostic biomarkers. We thus integrated the clinical data to explore the prognostic associated lncRNA--TF--gene triplets (Figure [6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Tumor samples in each cancer type were randomly divided into discovery and validation sets without age and sex difference. Next, we trained a model in the discovery set and tumor samples in the discovery set were classified as low-risk group and high-risk group based on a risk score (see details in Materials and Nethods). lncRNA--TF--gene triplets with log-rank *P*-values \<0.01 in both discovery and validation sets were identified as clinical associated triplets. For all 20 cancer types, we identified 7.68% clinical-associated triplets (Figure [6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) and the majority of triplets were discovered in LGG ([Supplementary Figure S5D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, 75.8%) and KIRC (21.1%).

Interestingly, we identified *TPTEP1-JUN-DDR2* triplet was associated with patients' survival in discovery ([Supplementary Figure S5E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, *P* = 9.97e--5, log-rank test) and validation sets (*P* = 5.34e--4, log-rank test). *TPTEP1* was identified as a pan-cancer modulator here, which is a pseudogene and had been demonstrated to be differentially expressed in cancer ([@B49]). In addition, DNA repair gene *DDR2* had been found to regulate several cellular functions including cell adhesion and migration, and proliferation ([@B50],[@B51]). Next, we validated the prognostic effect of this triplet in another independent Chinese LGG dataset ([@B52]). We found that the expression of this triplet could also distinguish tumor samples with different survival time ([Supplementary Figure S5E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, *P* = 2.98e--12, log-rank test). Next, we constructed a network by linking the survival-related triplets that share at least two elements. Several triplet-cliques were identified in GBM. For instance, one clique mainly mediated by *LEF1-AS1* (Figure [6F](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) was identified to be associated with survival in discovery (Figure [6G](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, *P* = 0.004, log-rank test) and validation set (Figure [6G](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, *P* = 0.005, log-rank test). It was also validated in another Chinese dataset ([@B52]), which including 100 GBM tumor samples (Figure [6G](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, *P* = 0.001, log-rank test). These transcriptional regulation were mainly involved the transcription factor *CEBPA*, which had been found to control genes of the mesenchymal signature of gliomas and *FBP1* physically interacts with p53, functions as a regulator of p53-regulatory proteins ([@B53]). We also identified another prognostic related triplet-clique which was mediated by *C20orf166-AS1* ([Supplementary Figure S5F and G](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) in GBM. Specifically, we found that the log-rank *P*-values for the cliques were less than those of individual elements in both discovery, testing and independent datasets. These results suggest the critical roles of these triplet-cliques in cancer and provide potential clinical usage of these biomarkers.

A user-friendly web interface for exploring the lncRNA-mediated transcriptional perturbations across cancer types {#SEC3-7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to facilitate the researchers to use the lncRNA mediated transcriptional perturbation resource in 20 types of cancer, we constructed a user-friendly web interface LncMAP ([Lnc]{.ul}RNA [M]{.ul}odulator [A]{.ul}tlas in [P]{.ul}an-cancer, <http://www.bio-bigdata.com/LncMAP>), which allows users to flexibly obtain information about their lncRNAs of interest. This resource is valuable for both experimental and computational researchers. This platform provides a web interface for users to search and download data sets in the database ([Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Specifically, we provided experimental users several ways to query the lncRNA mediated transcription perturbations as well as their association with the drug activity. First, users can query the platform for exploring the triplets that involved the interesting lncRNA, TF or target gene in specific cancer type. When input an interesting lncRNA, TF or gene, this platform will return a list of matched entries. The results included all the parameters used for identification of the lncRNA--TF--gene triplets, including the Z-scores in two groups and the regulatory pattern of the triplets. Moreover, we stored the drug--lncRNA associations in this platform. Then, the users can generate or download the detailed annotations for listed entries to explore the association between lncRNAs and drug activities. In the search result page, the correlation coefficients and *P*-values were also listed.

In order to facilitate the users to explore the clinically associated lncRNA--TF--gene triplets in specific cancer, we provided the search interface for users to find the survival information of the interesting triplets. The log-rank *P*-values in discovery and validation sets for each triplets were included in the searching result page. Moreover, we also provided the tool for users to obtain the transcriptional regulation among TFs and genes in specific cancer context. Specifically, we also provided several ways for visualization of the expression of interesting lncRNAs, TFs and genes, the TF--gene correlation changes mediated by lncRNAs, network of TF--gene regulation, and network visualization of drug--lncRNA associations ([Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These visualization provided flexible ways for global view of the lncRNA functions in cancer. All data in the resource can be freely downloaded from the 'download' page for further computational analyses. A detailed tutorial for the usage of the resource is available in the 'Help' page.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

Transcription regulatory network perturbations were widely observed in various types of cancer. Identification of determinants that mediated such perturbations is one of the major challenges in cancer biology ([@B54]). In this study, we have introduced a computational framework for identification of lncRNA-mediated transcription perturbations in a diverse set of cancer types by integrating genome wide transcriptional regulation with gene expression datasets. The diversity of the perturbed transcriptional regulation, and their association with specific lncRNA modulators highlight the broad heterogeneity underlying various cancer types. The majority of the active transcriptional regulation and the lncRNA modulators were cancer specific. Applied the proposed method to 20 types of cancer, we identified widespread transcriptional regulation mediated by lncRNAs and identify three types of lncRNA modulator, in which pan-cancer lncRNA modulators were with critical functional features, including tissue-specific expression and high conservation. Moreover, we also identify the drug-related and survival related lncRNA-TF-triplets in various types of cancer. All these results were provided in a user friendly resource for both computational and biological researchers, which will deepen our understanding of the roles of lncRNAs in cancer.

Despite this heterogeneity, our analysis also identified a type of lncRNA modulators that mediated transcription perturbations in multiple types of cancer (pan-cancer modulators). These lncRNA modulators mediated widespread transcription perturbations and widely expressed in multiple tissues, were much more conserved. All these features highlighted their critical roles in cancer. Moreover, our pan-cancer analysis revealed that cancer types with similar tissue origin significantly shared lncRNA-mediated transcription perturbations. These lncRNAs were mainly involved in cell cycle and immune response pathways. These discoveries related to lncRNAs would provide a comprehensive understanding of immune regulation and provide novel insights into the lncRNA-based immune therapy. Moreover, integrated the genome wide lncRNA expression we found that these pan-cancer lncRNA modulators show perturbed expression in multiple cancer types. Our analyses also predict the involvement of many known lncRNA regulators (such as *PVT1* and *CDKN2B-AS1*) in cancer-associated pathways, thus revealing putative onco-lncRNAs and tumor suppressors, and yielding potential drug target candidates.

Based on the drug activity screen data, we also revealed the associations among lncRNA modulators and cancer drugs. The ability of lncRNAs to fine-tune gene expression makes them as potential targets for drug development. However, the process for drug discovering is never easy. Uncertainty about how lncRNAs function makes the identification and development of lncRNA based drug target even more challenging ([@B55]). Our analyses not only revealed the associations between specific lncRNA and drug, but also provided the potential functional pattern of this lncRNA. As our understanding of lncRNAs mediated transcriptional perturbation and their regulatory mechanisms improve, design of effective lncRNA based target will gain a firmer foundation and the likelihood of clinical success to cure cancer will increase.

Moreover, we found the majority of the lncRNA regulated genes were enriched in DNA repair and immune response. These observations indicated the widespread perturbations of DNA repair and immune functions in cancer. The rapidly advancing field of cancer immunology has produced several new methods for treating cancer, called immunotherapies, which increase the strength of immune responses against tumors ([@B56]). The identified lncRNA modulators as important regulators of immune genes have shed light on our understanding of the link between lncRNA world and immune regulation. To facilitate users to analyze the immune-related lncRNA modulators, we obtained the immune-related genes from ImmPort project ([@B57]) and provided these triples as an independent resource ([Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, further stratification of cancer patients based on their lncRNA--TF--gene triplets identifies different subtypes with distinct clinical features, including survival rates.

In summary, we have systematically characterized widespread lncRNA-mediated transcription perturbations across cancer types and presented an integrative computational method to identify lncRNA modulators that mediated such perturbations. Our method and results presented here will be useful for investigators who explore the functions of lncRNAs through rapidly emerging next-generation sequencing applications in cancer. We hope that the method and resource that we provide here will serve as an inspiration for future investigating lncRNA functions in diverse cancer types.
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